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Details of Visit:

Author: 1517Linburyboy
Location 2: W2 Lancaster gate
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 9 Dec 2013 12:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: London Loyalty Escorts
Website: http://loyaltyescorts.com/
Phone: 07776690788

The Premises:

Convenient basement flat in an easy to find location, 5 mins walk from Lancaster Gate. No prying
eyes, safe entrance. Flat was very clean and ideal for the purpose. Good bathroom. Shower (and
towel) offered before and after. Nice comfy bed and pleasantly subdued lighting. All as it should be.

The Lady:

Amelly is a tall, elegant and very attractive Estonian lady. Long blonde hair, nice body, lovely firm,
large boobs. Perhaps a little broader in the hips than the photos might suggest - though the photos
are clearly, definitely of her. She smiles a lot, which is nice. I'm guessing she's around 30 (actually
preferable to many of the uber young escorts you find, as Amelly has experience and technique).
She is clearly an intelligent lady with personality as well as sex appeal. I really wouldn't be able to
fault her.

The Story:

Recently I'd had a couple of less than perfect experiences with girls who didn't kiss or provide what
their profiles promised. No such worries here. The services listed on the profile are accurate and
genuinely on offer. From arrival (and being offered a drink and a shower) to a parting kiss on the
way out, this was exactly as it should be. Amelly is very tactile, she caresses, strokes, hugs and
kisses deeply. This was a very arousing experience. She has fabulous oral technique. Light, soft
and slow and the profile's promise of CIM was spot on. Time for a chat and Amelly's English is good
enough to hold a conversation with no trouble. Having rested, it was time for more of those
wonderful kisses and more oral to get me firm again. Round two was energetic and very
enthusiastic. Cowgirl, followed by doggie and finishing with missionary, by which time I'd worked up
a need for another shower. This sort of session restores my faith in the system. There are girls,
we've all met them, who want the cash but provide little 'connection' for it. Thankfully, Amelly made
me feel genuinely welcome and seemed to be having as good a time as I was. She was worth every
penny in my view. I hardly ever do 'repeats' as my thing is to see girls of as many different
nationalities as I can, but for Amelly I would be happy to return. I'd recommend her services without
reservation. 
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